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ABSTRACT
Pedestrian crossings are important for accessing the adjacent land use facilities in daily life. Improperly designed
crossing facilities cause discomfort to pedestrians and may even jeopardize their safety as well as being a hindrance to
the smooth flow of vehicle traffic. These problems exist especially in developing countries such as India, where mixed
traffic conditions prevail and road discipline is essentially absent. Thus, the design of efficient crossing facilities
considering the flow of both pedestrians and vehicles is of utmost importance in these countries. Pedestrians are an
important part of the road traffic, but they are given scant attention and they are not provided with adequate facilities for
their smooth movement on the road. For City development, pedestrian system should be well designed, safe and
convenient. In this work pedestrian facility at Jagadamba junction, Visakhapatnam location is planned. Jagadamba
junction is considered as city’s major commercial complex for various operations related to shopping and hospitals, the
traffic movement and management of this junction should be given at most priority. Data survey is planned using existing
condition. To comprehend this objective, pedestrian–vehicle (PV2) values are observed Video-graphic surveys were
conducted, and both macroscopic and microscopic characteristics were extracted at 15-minute levels from the recorded
video. Thereafter, level of service (LOS) thresholds is developed based on the extracted microscopic characteristics
covering both operational (pedestrian delay) and vehicle delay time aspects 3D modelling of pedestrian moment is
planned in VISWALK software. New methods are proposed to control the pedestrian movement system and comparison are
planned between existing and proposal method to provide better facility to pedestrian in this work.
Keywords: PCU (Passenger Car Unit), PV2 (maximum peak hour volume of pedestrian and vehicle)
BACKGROUND OF THE CITY
Visakhapatnam is one of the fastest growing cities in India, and it is the largest city in Andhra Pradesh state. In 2015
Government of India declared Vizag as one of the 98 cities to be developed as a smart city. The city is becoming a revenue
capital of Andhra Pradesh. Due to the favourable conditions for growth in the city, the population and the vehicles on the
road are increasing day by day. Due to which the traffic problems like parking issues, improper facilities for pedestrians,
traffic congestion are also increasing. Pedestrians are also an important part of the road traffic, but they are given scant
attention and they are not provided with adequate facilities for their smooth movement on the road. This has resulted in
the pedestrians’ experiencing difficulties while crossing roads and many incidents involving pedestrians have led to
fatalities. The parking of vehicles has been a very serious issue for a very long time. In the present study, the necessity of a
foot over bridge at jagadamba junction for movement of pedestrians crossing and junction improvements a for reducing
traffic congestion and traffic flows have been address.
INTRODUCTION
Walkways are the portion of public right-of-way that provides separated area for people travelling on foot. Walkways that
are safe, accessible and aesthetically pleasing attract pedestrians. People walk for many reasons to go to a neighbour's
house to run errands for school or to get to business meetings People also walk for recreation and health benefits or for the
enjoyment of being outside. Although there has been a decline in the popularity of walking, it remains a very commonly
employed mode of travel. People of almost all ages, both genders and in all walks of life, walk, set against a background of
steadily increasing vehicle numbers and traffic levels. Walking almost inevitably involves crossing a road, where the desire
line of the pedestrian conflicts with the higher speed and lesser vulnerability of motor vehicles. Where speeds and/or flows
are high, this can result in either delay or risk for the pedestrian Some pedestrians must walk to transit or other
destinations if they wish to travel independently It is public responsibility to provide a safe, secure and comfortable system
for all pedestrians. Walking is the simplest transportation mode in daily activities. Every road which used for public shall
be equipped with facilities for bicycles, pedestrians, and persons with disabilities1. Pedestrians is a vulnerable road user;
therefore, the safety factor must be improved. Accidents that occur between pedestrians and motor vehicles are common
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nowadays. Pedestrians’ accidents usually occurs whereas there is no crossing facility for pedestrians on the road, thus
pedestrian cross the roads without crossing facility and the they facing the risk hit by vehicles. Pedestrians need facilities
that serve to protect pedestrians from conflicts with motor vehicles,
thereby increasing the sense of security for both pedestrians and motorists. The crossing pedestrian facility is part of road
which shows by difference surface path, difference textures, or different colors in order to make it contrast so it is easily to
recognize by pedestrians or vehicles rider. Basically, pedestrian crossing facilities are divided into two types, there first is
pedestrian crossing at grade and the second is overpass/underpass pedestrian crossing. The choice of pedestrian crossing
facilities should also consider pedestrian needs factors, which consist of internal factors such as age, gender. Measures
suitable
for use in shopping areas Shopping streets are good candidates for pedestrianization or semi-pedestrianization. Where this
is not possible, suitable crossings should be introduced at frequent intervals. These could be enhanced e.g., by the use of
raised crossings or wide crossings with a central refuge. The use of pedestrian priority signals could also be considered.
PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION

Fig 2.1: Article from deccan chronicle
Fig 2.2: Problem identification
From the above article it can observe the need of facility for pedestrian at rush hours as jagadamba junction is one such
place where there is rush in all festivals because the area has full of shopping malls so there is necessary to control traffic
flow at such rush hours mostly in festivals. Pedestrian are getting less occupancy of road, as there is full of vehicle traffic
flow. The article taken from 8/march/2022 from the paper the HINDU.

Fig 2.3: Problem identification

Fig 2.4: foot path crossings near approach Chitralaya road

Traffic flow study: it is defined as the procedure to determine mainly volume of traffic moving on the roads at a particular
section during a particular period of tim
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OBJECTIVES OF STUDY
1.Identifying site location and data collection related to pedestrian and vehicle.
2.Perform the VISSIM modelling on existing pedestrian movement.
3.To find out composition and temporal variation of vehicles at the location.
4.To study suitable alternative methods at the location.
5.To work out emissions from the vehicle for various alternatives.
6.To estimate the cost of various alternatives.
METHODOLOGY

Fig 3.1: Videographic loaction
METHODOLOGY ADOPTED
• Initially collection of data related to pedestrian, two-wheeler, four-wheeler and autos are planned with the help of
digital camera.
• Using this a 3D pedestrian and vehicle motion are presented with the help of VISWALK software
• In the existing area, there is no separate facility for pedestrian
• A new method 1 is proposed, a separate signal have to provide for pedestrian and without changing any site location
• Method 2 and 3 is proposed to construct a new way for pedestrian.
• The analysis is planned based on the providing better facility to the pedestrian and cost of construction
• A new methodology is proposed to control the pedestrian movement system and comparison is planned between
existing and proposal method of pedestrian travel time.
SELECTED OF STUDY AREA

Jagadamba Centre gets its name after the famous Jagadamba Theatre at this central junction of the city of destiny
Visakhapatnam. This cent forms the good old central shopping and entertainment hub of this port city.
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Fig 3.1: Study location at Jagadamba Junction in Visakhapatnam & connecting roads

Fig 3.2: videographic survey at study location at afternoon

Fig 3.3: videographic survey at study location at afternoon

Jagadamba Center houses shops of various shapes and sizes. It's not a tourist destination but an ideal point to wrap up your
tour by buying souvenirs from this market. There are a couple of authentic handicraft shops as well and are managed by
the Government hence an ideal place to buy goods.Tourists can also visit this site for exploring various shopping malls and
restaurants located in close vicinity

Fig 3.4: videographic survey at study location at afternoon

Fig 3.5: videographic survey at study evening time

Details of videographic location: Videographic survey location is taken from one of the building top to capture the clear
traffic flow
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Fig 3.8: videographic survey at study location on working day
COLLECTION OF DATA
TRAFFIC VOLUME: Volume Analysis The number of cars crossing a road in a certain amount of time is referred to as
traffic volume. Traffic volume studies are carried out to gather information on the number of vehicles and/or pedestrians
that pass a particular location on a footpath during a determined period of time. Initially collection of data related to
pedestrian, Bikes, Cars and Buses are planned with the help of digital camera. Data extraction for every 15 mins of
pedestrian and vehicles Survey Date 10-07-2022 Sunday (Weekends) Survey 2 Date 20-07-2022 Wednesday (working day)
PV2 value calculation and also determined PCU values at junction Using this a 3D pedestrian and vehicle motion are
presented with the help of VISWALK software Data extraction for every 15 mins of pedestrian and vehicles. Average
composition of vehicles in cars 24%,2wheelers 45%, autos 30% & bus 1% Peak traffic volume of vehicles & peak hour is
2099 at 2:00PM – 3:00PM respectively Pedestrian peak volume &peak hour is 640 5:00- 6:00PM respectively
TABLE 3.1: From 1:00-6:00pm survey on (weekend)
TIME
1:00-2:00pm
2:00-3:00pm
3:00-4:00pm
4:00-5:00pm

PEDESTRIAN
498
537
604
527

5:00-6:00pm

640

CAR/VAN
370
481
392
472

BIKES
950
870
922
840

AUTO
570
728
560
511

BUS
21
18
24
19

498

542

427

18

TABLE 3.2: From 9:00-11:00am survey on (working day)
TIME

PEDEST
RIAN
461
425

9:00-10:00am
10:00-11:00am

CAR/VA
N
265
548

BIK
ES
2349
3265

AUT
O
479
1792

BU
S
60
66

TABLE 3.3: From 6:00-9:00pm survey on (working day)
TIME

PEDESTRIAN

CAR/VAN

BIKES

AUTO

BUS

6:00-7:00pm

703

291

2973

1280

55

7:00-8:00pm

752

294

4550

1602

30

8:00-9:00pm

642

283

4260

820

35

USES OF TRAFFIC VOLUME
A scale to determine the relative value of roads while prioritising their expansion and improvement.
1. Used in planning, traffic control, and facility operation, as well as to improve new facilities.
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2. For analysis of peak traffic volume, peak pedestrian volume and peak hour
3. Classified volume is used as input parameters to run software simulation
4.For planning pedestrian crossing facilities and other improvements
Source: - Data collected form videographic survey using digital camera for above period of time:Study of Traffic Volume
Traffic flow survey or just the traffic survey are other names for the phrase "traffic volume study." It is described as a
process to identify the primary amount of traffic going on the roadways at a specific location during a specific period of
time. Depending on the day of the week or the hour of the day, the volume of a day or an hour might change significantly.
The measurement of the quantity, movement, and types of roads borne vehicles at a specific site is known as a traffic
volume survey
PV2 CALCULATION
GUIDELINES ACCORDING TO IRC 103 -2012
Controlled crossings:
Control measures at mid-block crossings may be warranted when one or more of the following conditions exist:
• Peak hour volumes of pedestrian (P) and vehicles (V) are such that PV2 > 108 for undivided carriageways and PV2 >
2 x 108 for divided carriageways;
• Approach speeds of vehicles exceed 65 kph
• Waiting time for pedestrian/vehicles becomes too long;
• Accident records indicate 5 or more injuries to pedestrian in a year due to collision with vehicles.

Table 3.4: PV2 Values on weekend
TIME
1:00-2:00pm
2:00-3:00pm
3:00-4:00pm
4:00-5:00pm
5:00-6:00pm

PEDESTRIAN
498
537
604
527
640

TRAFFIC IN VEHICLE
1911
2099
1898
1842
1385

PV2
18.1 x108
23.6 x108
18.3 x108
17.8 x108
12.2 x108

Table 3.5: PV2 value on working day morning hours
TIME
9:00-10:00am
10:00-11:00am

PEDESTRIAN
461
548

TRAFFIC IN VEHICLE
3150
5637

PV2
45.7x108
174.1x108

Table 3.6: PV2 values on working day evening hours
TIME
6:00-7:00pm
7:00-8:00pm
8:00-9:00pm

PEDESTRIAN
703
752
642

TRAFFIC IN VEHICLE
4599
6476
5398

PV2
148.7x108
315.4x108
187.1x108

Critical observation: Here after calculating values of PV2 it can be observed PV2 > 2 x 108 for all 5 hours and even for
the peak traffic flow 5637 from (10:00-11:00) am and peak pedestrian flow 548 from (9:00-11:00) am also have satisfied
the above clause given from IRC-103-2012 guidelines.
PTV VISSIM VISWALK SOFTWARE
Details about the model: Model generation took place in phases. To begin, all dimensions, traffic, and pedestrian data from
the current work were acquired. The model was then constructed in VISSIM software, taking into account all conceivable
similarity.2:.At their respective positions, traffic lights, stop lines and road crossings were installed. This model was then
given all of the traffic and pedestrian data gathered at the study location. 3:The model was created using a background
image of Google Earth can be taken which in bullet in the software itself from there required study locations can be taken.
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The model generation process begins with the creation of linkages and nodes. The model includes all of the physical
characteristics of the study location. Signalling model: Because VISSIM only enables vehicle movement in one direction,
vehicle paths were supplied for each incoming entry. Then, using this option signal controllers were established and VAP
signals were cod
RESULTS OF PTV VISSIM & VISWALK SOFTWARE
To clear study the project area, links are to be created of different roads
Creating existing condition

Fig 4.1.: CREATING ROAD LINK ON STUDY AREA

Fig 4.2: VEHICLE INPUT

Fig 4.3: creating nodes to observe pollution levels

Fig 4.5: Results after placing signalling
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Fig 4.7: Placing foot overbridge

Fig 4.8: Results after placing foot overbridge

Fig 4.9: Level of service
Fig 4.10: Emission values
The evaluation menu was applied to specify how much data should be gathered up to what simulation time, what must be
displayed in the result list, and the way the data collecting results must be structured. The collected data was saved in the
file or a database. The simulation settings then are established according to the requirements. Simulations, for instance,
must be executed at a pace of 10 simulations per second. After that, the simulation is scheduled to continue for 3600
seconds. 5:It can be observed that after placing signalling vehicles stay time increasing as we are here concentrating on
pedestrian n giving passive for pedestrian which means green coloured pathway for pedestrian to pass. And even the nodes
result taken also show there is increase in emission values which means there increase in pollutions levels after placing
signalling because vehicles stay time is being increased, Que length of the vehicle is increasing hence there is increase in
emission value. Here the foot overbridge is created with help of SketchUp software as the PTV VISSIM & VISWALK
software only accepts only Sketch Up and 3Dmax as import parameter for static model to import.6: Here it is given I
section columns of height 5 meter and gradient 6 meter and platform as 9.5 meters. Length of the foot overbridge is 17m
and width of the foot overbridge is 2m. height of the foot overbridge is 6.6 meter. Slope 1 in 1.2. At a time 2 members
moving in the platform is taken, platform side walls height 1.5m is taken as the input parameters in the Sketch Up
software. And then we have taken this static model into PTV VISSIM &VISWALK software.Now after placing the foot
overbridge in PTV VISSIM & VISWALK software. We need to select static model under static model go to add new static
model, we have taken angle 65. Then after seen in 3D view.
COST ESTIMATIONS
LINE DIAGRAM OF FOOT OVERBRIDGE
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Table 5.5: COMPARISON

CONCLUSIONS
The following are the conclusions drawn from the study:
1.The peak volume of pedestrian crossing the road at jagadamba junction is 640 in peak hour (5:00-6:00pm) and peak
volume of vehicles is 2099 in peak hour (2:00pm- 3:00pm) during the survey period in weekends (Sunday) [Objective
1&3]
2.The peak volume of pedestrian crossing the road at jagadamba junction is 548 in peak hour (10:00-11:00am) and peak
volume of vehicles is 5637 in peak hour (10:00- 11:00am) during the survey period in working days (Wednesday)
[Objective 1&3]
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3.The peak volume of pedestrian crossing the road at jagadamba junction is 752 in peak hour (7:00-8:00pm) and peak
volume of vehicles is 6476 in peak hour (7:00-8:00pm) during survey period in working days (Wednesday) [Objective
1&3]
4.Percentage change in pedestrian delay time 23.52s in existing condition,0.72s in signalling and we have achieved to
zero stopped delay after placing foot over bridge [Objective 2]
5.Percentage change in Emission (CO)value increases 29.3% after placing signalling and decreases to 42.8% after
placing foot overbridge [Objective 5]
6.Among various options consider for improvement of this junction, The option of constructing foot overbridge is
proposed which will fully relieve the pedestrian traffic congestion at this junction. [Objective 2&4]
7.Cost of installation of Signal is Rs.1.9 lakhs and cost of construction of Foot over bridge is Rs.8.2 lakhs [Objective 6]
FUTURE SCOPE OF WORK
Despite study on pedestrian crossing facilities, there is still a room for improvement of structural design of foot overbridge
estimate. The extent for further research is described below.
1.Pedestrian crossing behaviour can be study
2. Structural design of foot overbridge
3.Instead constructing new foot overbridge Using Naidu Thota foot overbridge can reduce the cost.
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